
 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

EDITORIAL 
The penultimate issue of the year brings 

you part one of ‘Hunted’ by William 

Anthony Shea and a post mortem on 

this year’s KennelCon that highlights 

some of the problems when hosting an 

event with growing numbers. You 

might have noticed that this is the 

fourth issue released this year and that a 

fifth is planned for November. This has 

been done to reset the numbering order 

of the Newszine internally, as in our 

current incarnation, we had a year with 

only three issues. Don’t go getting used 

to the frequency, it is a one-off 

correction. 
 

I often wonder if anyone actually reads 

Fumble or are we just wasting our time 

putting each issue together. We rarely 

receive feedback. Even some of our 

more edgy columns never raise more 

than a cynical glance. Of course there 

has been plenty of spam, but even the 

most entertaining and constructive of 

that less than inviting correspondence is 

better than nothing. Fumble will go on. 

It is a useful medium to keep our 

KOMY membership up to date, a great 

outlet to showcase BDP’s latest 

offerings and a chance for our 

readership to have a say. Still, it would 

be nice to hear from some of those who 

still read Fumble from time to time. 
 

The ‘GREEN’ theme reaches its 

inevitable conclusion this issue, in 

celebration of Webster’s birthday in 

October. Happy Birthday, Old Boy!  
IGNORE 
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May all the sprouts be greener and the 

cucumbers consigned to a figment of 

some depraved Hobbos imagination. 

 

BDP is currently working through some 

issues with production schedules, 

mostly due to editing constraints, but 

the work continues and there are some 

very special projects on the horizon. We 

can’t say more at this time, but hope to 

make some announcements of note 

shortly.  

 

Check out the BDP website and our 

social media channels, all links of 

which can be found on aforementioned 

website. Like, Share, and do all the 

things that make us feel appreciated. 

 

All that remains to be said is that I hope 

you enjoy this ‘very special’ issue. Feel 

free to drop us a line to let us know how 

we are doing or if there is anything in 

particular that you think we should be 

doing that we are not currently… well, 

doing. 

 

Enjoy the read, the journey and the 

magic. Until next issue… 
 

Master Sage 
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Welcome to the Letters page, where we 

review comments, answer the questions 

posed, and provide advice to all of our 

readers’ queries. 
 

Dear Fumble, 
 

Where do I begin – last issue was 

informative but left me with an 

underlying feeling that everything is not 

altogether right in the home of KOMY, 

and perhaps, even in BDP. I did notice 

that the competitions fizzled out and the 

input to the Newszine seemed non-

existent, so I guess you have some 

grounds to feel a little underappreciated. 

All I can say is – please don’t let 

Fumble end. As a gamer who is far 

from home, I certainly appreciate 

receiving Fumble, and I DO READ IT, 

though it might take me some time to 

get through the Newszine as I, like so 

many others, deal with a busy life. I 

also love reading the game updates. 

Keep it up. 
 

     Wanderer. 
 

Dear Wanderer, 
 

No undercurrent of dissent was 
intended in the last issue, but I can 
see your point as I read through the 
issue again. Thank you for your 
words of encouragement. As a 
gamer away from home, rest 
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assured, we are going nowhere. As 
long as we are able – Fumble will 
continue to be the primary public 
medium of communication for 
KOMY & BDP. 
 

Notification to KOMY MEMBERS 
 

In 2020 the KOMY Charter is due to be 

updated. Please note that your input is 

required and appreciated. Review the 

existing Club Charter and send any 

requests for alterations or additions to 

KOMY. The updated Charter will then 

be sent to all active members to ratify. 

https://bit.ly/2MI4Gsv 

 

Please send any letters and submissions 

to: 
 

http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php/cont

act-us/submissions/ 
 

Alternatively you can e-mail: 
 

submissions@baddogpublishing.ie 
 

© Bad Dog Publishing 2019 

Produced and Distributed by Bad Dog Publishing 
 

http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php/publ

ications-2/newszine/ 
 

Follow us on Twitter and Instagram 

@BDPubL. Like our Page on Facebook 

@BadDogPublishing. Links to our 

Social Media can be found on all pages 

of the Bad Dog Publishing website. 
 

Get writing those letters of appreciation, 

criticism or otherwise – or just send us 

your opinions. 
 

FUMBLE NEWSZINE STAFF 
 

Editor: Master Sage. 

Associate Editor: Wimpy Troll. 

Technical Editor: Webster Troll 
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Here you will find brief updates from 

the second quarter of Game Calendar 

Year 2019/2020. Due to commercial 

reasons, we are unable to provide 

complete details for the scenario 

Beyond the Night from Knightshade the 

Role Playing Game (RPG) as this story 

is due to be released as part of KST05: 

The Questmaster’s Tome II.  

 

Wednesday, September 04, 2019 

Knightshade RPG 

Campaign II: The Augur Stone 

KS07 Beyond the Night Part I 
 

During the long winter months, Alatoff, 

Verbose and Hayzeus worked tired- 

lessly to discover the secrets of the 

Augur Stone imparted to the Characters 

by Aasha, the Lady of Ravensburg. The 

stone provided three directions where a 

cache of ancient power might still be 

hidden – powers that could just make a 

difference in their stand against the 

Patriarch of Calliban. 
 

Hayzeus, Fhonwright, Wicketley and 

Jorrio set off to scout the way ahead, to 

find the Underway, an ancient roadway 

under the mountains that was rumoured 

to lead to Reshu. Alatoff spent the first 

watch using the spell, Communication, 

to torment Ricardo’s Yeoman, Dufal, 

whispering words to the boy that he was 

gifted and should follow a path to 
IGNORETHISNOTE 
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magic and not that of a martial trade. 
 

On the night of their third day out of 

Cravenfall, the camp was set upon by 

six large and very hungry Ogres. 

Milford stepped to the fore and moved 

to prevent a conflict with the Ogres by 

employing the Ogre Stone to converse 

with these creatures. The conversation 

was long and broken but the Ogres told 

a tale of woe. They had been kept from 

their home throughout the winter by the 

advance of the Red Cloaks (Callibanese 

vanguard). They lost many of their 

raiding party to the soldiers of the 

Theocracy and as a consequence 

distrusted humans. In return for food, 

the Ogres promised to let the Characters 

pass without conflict, but they wanted 

to barter. The Leader gave Milford a 

shiny circular piece of his armour which 

proved to be a shield of human 

proportions. Unfortunately, what the 

Ogres really wanted was some of the 

Characters, or the animals for food. 

They also talked about heading south to 

attack a town… a town that could only 

be Cravenfall. Hudron set to work 

concocting a sleep potion which he put 

in the stew he had prepared for the 

Ogres. The leader of the Ogres, a 

creature name Gunth, offered to fix the 

broken one and pointed to Ricardo. The 

Swordarm was missing an eye and a 

hand. He fell asleep without imparting 

the information. The party ‘murdered’ 

five of the Ogres, but kept the leader 

alive. 
 

Gunth pertained to not like the other 

Ogres and that he was not put out by 

their deaths. He retreated slowly from 

the camp until he could flee under the 
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shroud of darkness, calling for the full 

raiding party who were hiding in the 

marshes to attack. The attack never 

came. All that remained of the Ogres 

was a taunting voice calling for 

payment in kind – five victims to pay 

for those who had been ‘murdered’ by 

the party. This delaying tactic proved 

sound. When dawn came, they were 

gone, and there was no doubt as to the 

direction they had taken – towards 

CRAVENFALL. 

 Verbose pursued using the spell, 

Shadow Journey, propelled onwards at 

a speed six times normal. He quickly 

found the Ogres and returned to tell the 

party where they were. A plan ensued 

and the Ogres became the hunted. There 

were twenty-six Ogres, all moving 

faster than normal, all ritually enhanced 

to reach Cravenfall before the party 

could interfere. 

 Terribus and Hardigan attacked, 

while Alatoff provided support using 

Acid Arrow from the safety of his 

Shadow Carpet. Terribus had recovered 

a special axe from one of the 

‘murdered’ Ogres and used it in battle. 

The axe made him feel good as it cut 

into the enemy, feeding his ego. 

Verbose arrived next with Milford and 

Dufal. Last to arrive was Ricardo, on 

Hardigan’s war horse, but the battle was 

over by then. Terribus managed to 

overcome his feelings of elation to halt 

his murderous instincts. When Gunth 

was killed, the other Ogres collapsed to 

unconsciousness. The ritual magic 

dissipated with the death of their Leader 

and robbed the creatures of the magic’s 

enhanced endurance and speed. 

 Gunth was more than he had 
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appeared to be – not just an Ogre, but a 

Shaman.  

 Alatoff found a gem on Gunth’s 

body, but when he held it in his hand, it 

became an eye. The Magic Lore Talent 

told him it was a Symbiote. Alatoff 

didn’t hesitate. He immediately cast the 

Paralyse spell on Ricardo and 

proceeded to stuff the Symbiote Eye 

into the Swordarm’s vacant eye socket. 

Ricardo would be able to see again, but 

the consequence of sharing his 

consciousness with a Symbiot is yet to 

be determined. Her name is Jayne. Her 

natural regenerative properties will heal 

Ricardo in time. 
 

KOMY NOTIFICATIONS 
 

HAPPY BIRTHDAYS 
 

MAY 

Happy Birthday to Sir Bryan (Gully) of 

Hegarty. 

 

Happy 21
st
 Birthdays to Sirs Dane (Klutz) 

& Luke (Krave) of Shea. 

 

JUNE 

Happy Birthday to Sir Michael (MJ) 

(Tipsy) of Heffernan. 

 

Happy Birthday to Sir Stephen (Fidget) of 

Kiely. 

 

JULY 

Happy Birthday to Sir William (Master 

Sage) of Shea. 

 

OCTOBER - WEBSTER 

While not quite there yet – HAPPY 50
th

 

BIRTHDAY TO SIR FERGAL (Webster) 

of Moore 
IGNOREIGNORE 
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THE GMs GUIDE 
KNIGHTSHADE RPG 
FREQUENTY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs). 
 

With Weapon Mastery and a Weapon 

Skill of 75% or more, the potential to 

Fumble no longer exists. Is this benefit 

likely to be extended to Talents, or even 

Magic? 
 

For Talents, this is certainly possible. 

However, it will not extend to Magic. 

The former is entirely up to the 

Grandmaster (GM). The latter is a firm 

‘no’ and there is reasoning behind this 

decision. Magic is not a natural human 

ability. It has been borrowed from the 

past, primarily from the Elves. As such, 

the Magic that humans wield is 

imperfect. Even the Elves do not truly 

remember all of the nuances of Arcane 

Lore. 

 IGNORE 

I know KST03 The Loremaster’s Tome 

is coming out, but are there any plans 

to release a detailed poster-sized map 

of Ayre for use in the game?  
 

While BDP do not currently have plans 

to release such a game aid, it is a great 

suggestion and has been passed to the 

relevant people. While commercially, 

this is difficult, there may be scope to 

add a poster-sized map to the download 

section of our website. 

 

I have a question regarding the 

Knightshade spell, Acid Arrow. As the 

text reads: 
 

One or more arrows appear beside the 
IGNORE 
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Caster and are fired at a single target 

or multiple targets. The Caster evokes 1 

additional arrow at every three Ranks 

(at Rank 3, 6, 9, and so on). The arrow 

does an initial 6 points of damage plus 

4 points per round for three rounds. If 

the target immerses in water it may 

negate the additional damage.    
 

My question is. Does this mean that the 

"plus 4 points per round" is also 

applied on the first round? As the spell 

does not specify that this damage is 

subsequently applied beginning in the 

following round.  
 

The answer is yes – the 4 points begin 

on the first round as this is the most 

favourable outcome for the spell and for 

your Character’s use of the spell. 

Knightshade is based on providing a 

Player with the most favourable 

advantage where it does nothing to 

upset the rules and this is just such a 

case. However, saying that, any ruling 

by your GM is final, even if it conflicts 

with the information provided here, so 

please do consult with the person 

running the game. 
 

If you have other questions about Knightshade the 

Role Playing Game, please use a subject line 

‘Knightshade Questions’ and submit same to 

info@baddogpublishing.ie 
 

BLAST FROM THE PAST 
 

 
 

OLD AGE PENSION CARDS??? 

 

 

mailto:info@baddogpublishing.ie
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KENNELCON POST-MORTUM 
 

Will there be another Kennel Party in 

2020? Well, the simple answer is – I 

don’t know. KennelCon has proven to 

be a great deal of work and I am not 

sure it is worth the effort. What went 

wrong? 
 

The pre-party preparation – it was 

nothing short of gruelling to put 

everything together for the night, and 

while some help was forthcoming – it 

was not enough. 
 

The Bar – I know the weather was 

great, but it can get hot in there when 

people just don’t listen and crowd 

inside. 
 

The Smoking Area – Again, people 

crowd in there instead of staying in the 

main event area. This caused huge 

problems during the Quiz and Awards 

ceremony. More seating was certainly 

needed in the main area but this could 

have been rectified if asked for by those 

attending the party. 
 

The Knights of Misspent Youth – 

largely useless – perhaps it is time to 

remember that this is a KOMY party, 

and these are KOMY’s guests and not 

just those of the host.  
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The Kitchen – yes, these is only one 

microwave in the kitchen, but there is 

another one in the Kennel. This caused 

a bottleneck and was poorly martialled. 
 

What needs to change? – well, quite a 

lot if the event is to survive, but let’s get 

the main stuff out of the way: 
 

Pre-party preparation is difficult. The 

garden has to be primed, the glasses 

cleaned, the Kennel & Knights Bar 

scrubbed, the Gazebo put up and 

secured, and it has to be fitted out and 

stocked. Ice has to be brought in but 

this can only be done just before the 

party. The layout needs to be looked at 

as numbers attending has increased. The 

bar too needs to be stocked, and anyone 

interested in going behind the bar for a 

time on the night MUST be familiar 

with where everything is located. Two 

Knights need to be assigned to the bar 

along with the Host so that this runs 

smoothly. The door to the Kennel & 

Knights Bar is being changed in the 

interim, and it will open out. This 

should help in some small way, but the 

fluorescent light draws flies – and as 

such we will need to take all suitable 

precautions. Drink bins will be looked 

at in the garden areas and stocked 

appropriately. One of the Knights will 

have responsibility for ensuring these 

remains stocked and guests will be 

guided away from the bar unless 

absolutely necessary. Another 

suggestion is that Knights should be 

responsible for our guests – as such at 

least one Knight should be assigned to 

roam to ask guests if they need a drink, 

directing them to the drink bins or 

getting a drink from the bar for said 
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guest. 
 

The hostess needs help – preparing and 

cooking the food is one thing but 

serving it up is quite another. The 

hostess rarely gets a chance to 

participate. One solution is to assign 

two Knights to assist – their 

responsibilities would be to ask guests 

if they want food and to deliver same to 

the main tables. Guests moving to and 

fro are not helpful as it crowds the 

kitchen in much the same way as the 

bar. 
 

The Smoking Room will be moved 

away from the end of the garden as this 

is likely to undergo some changes to 

incorporate it into the event for space 

reasons. KennelCon have a strict no 

smoking/no vaping policy outside the 

designated area – this will be moved to 

the Alley at the side of the house. No 

seating will be provided and the area 

assigned will be reduced in size so as to 

prohibit guests congregating there. 
 

Seating and tables – this is an area that 

will be looked at in detail. More fixed 

seating and tables will be provided with 

the expansion of space to cater for 

KOMY’s guests. 
 

The Quiz and Awards – Guests will not 

be permitted into the bar during these 

events. As such, an interim last call will 

be initiated by Knights assigned prior to 

the Quiz and Awards. The drink bins 

will still be in operation. No guests will 

be permitted to circumvent or move 

behind the speakers at these times. 
 

The Seneschal must attend and officiate 

at the awards – if this is not possible, 
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and it can be foreseen to be so, please 

do not look to take this role on. The 

Seneschal has few duties that are 

publicly visible – this is the main duty 

in that regard. 
 

Finances – KOMY recorded the two 

lowest funds in 2018 & 2019. This is a 

concern as the cost of running 

KennelCon has increased. Please be 

mindful of this point when donating to 

the club throughout the year. 
 

A special meeting of the Knights of 

Misspent Youth will be held in 

November to discuss the future of 

KennelCon. Hopefully, we can find a 

way to move forward at that time. 
 

NEXTCON IS UK GAMES EXPO? 
 

By the time you read this – the 

MANAGE will be in full swing and the 

destination of next year’s NEXTCON 

had been chosen. To save on the pain of 

going through countless possibilities 

only to arrive back at the same 

conclusion – KOMY are going to UK 

Games Expo 2020. Bookings will 

commence sometime in November 

2019 and from that moment forward – 

there will be no backing out. 
 

UK GAMES EXPO 2020 

The NEC: North Ave, Marston Green, 

Birmingham B40 1NT 
 

The Hilton: Pendigo Way, Marston 

Green, Birmingham B40 1PP 

https://www.ukgamesexpo.co.uk/ 

 
There are many locations in use: 
 

Hall 1 

This has at least 14000 sqm of trade space. 
IGNORE 
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Some of the key attractions include the Haba 

Family Zone, Playtest, Children's Roleplaying 

and the Games Quest Shop and Drop. 
 

Hall 2 

11,000 sqm. Half of this Hall is filled with even 

more exhibitors as well as a huge open gaming 

space and one part of our board game library. 

Many of the tournaments and championships 

take place in here. 
 

Hall 3A 

Using circa 2000 sqm. Home to our Bring and 

Buy as well as more tournaments and 

championships taking place in here. 
 

Toute Suite (Just outside Hall 1) 

Home of most of our Profantasy Seminar Track 

activities. 
 

Plaza Suites (between Hall 1 and Hall 2) 

Used for most of the Cartamundi Publisher 

IGNORE 
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Designer Track activities. 

 

NEC Lakefront 

The Viking living history village will be here. 

 

Hilton Hotel 

Meanwhile, 3500 sqm of space at the Hilton 

Hotel will remain the focus of the Roleplaying 

Game sessions, live entertainment and more 

open gaming space; with the entire Palace and 

Kings one huge open gaming space, allowing 

2000+ gaming enthusiasts to sit and game. Also 

the UK Games Expo Food Festival will be here. 

 

Getting between the Hilton and the NEC 

The two venues are very close. It is about a 10 

minute walk. 

 

Streetfood will be at the UKGE Food Festival at 

the Hilton Hotel. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

CHECK OUT THE FULL 

DETAILS OF UK GAMES 

EXPO 2020 ON: 

 
https://www.ukgamesexpo.co.uk/ 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ukgamesexpo.co.uk/


 

 

Birmingham outings will be a little 

different this time around. Yes, we are 

going to UK Games Expo, but visits to 

Birmingham’s Bierkeller and BrewDog 

Birmingham will also be undertaken. A 

return to The Wellington is a must – to 

sample some very ‘special’ brews. 

What about a little Karaoke? If there’s 

time – perhaps taking in a show in the 

Bierkeller will be on the cards. Check 

out these links: 
 

https://www.brewdog.com/bars/uk/brewdog-

birmingham-/ 
 

https://thebierkeller.com/birmingham/ 
 

https://www.thewellingtonrealale.co.uk/ 
 

 

WARP SPEED & A SPECIAL EVENT 
 

WarpCon XXX – 30 Years of WarpCon 

Geez, OMG, WTF, has it been that 

long? 30 Years. Okay – it’s got to be 

special! The Knights of Misspent Youth 

will be there – or at least as many as can 

manage the excursion… 
 

So what have we planned? 

Friday: QUIZ Night – let’s get in there 

with a team or two. 
 

Saturday: Knightshade RPG: KSCONI 

Part III – Fractured Tears, the 

culmination of a three part story. 
 

Sunday: Department X RPG Debut – 

Origins Parts I: Life is about living, but 

not for those who choose to keep the 

world safe from the shadows. It takes a 

special breed, and not all who are called 

will survive even the first night… ARE 

YOU READY TO STAND AGAINST 

THE SHADOWS? 

 

 

 
 

CORK RPG CON 
8th-10th November, 2019 

The Imperial Hotel, Cork, Ireland. 

 

https://corkrpgcon.com/  

 

TICKETS: Fri €10; Sat €20; Sun €10; 

3-Day Pass €30 – Please see website for 

other options available. 

 

----- OUT NOW –---- 
The 5TH instalment in the Darkling Pool Series! 
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HUNTED 
(PART I)         BY WILLIAM ANTHONY SHEA 

 

Snow filled the vista for as far as the 

eye could see, a blanket of white that 

was deceptively beautiful but it in all 

likelihood harboured dangers wholly 

concealed from view. The way was 

uncertain as no trail revealed itself 

beneath the heavy snowfall of the last 

few nights. Knowing it stretched 

beyond the limitations of sight did little 

to offer comfort. The night would only 

bring misfortune as the temperature 

dropped to a point where the word 

‘cold’ was insufficient to describe the 

discomfort of the living and where it 

soon no longer mattered as anyone 

outside fell to the blood freeze and 

inevitable death. 

 The aging knight halted his mount 

under the dark shadow of brooding 

snow-topped mountains that did little to 

offer shelter but they gave him the only 

marker to track his direction. An 

impression of the land having been 

swept clean formed in his mind but he 

was quick to shake the thought from his 

head. He could not afford to become 

distracted. Any majesty inspired by the 

stretch of snow covered land or equally 

beleaguered mountains was lost in the 

dour expression of lines formed along 

the edges of a mouth that had known 
IGNORE 
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too much sorrow and very little joy. His 

current predicament did not change this 

view. The tranquil beauty was denied in 

the face of a peril that soaked up all of 

his attention. Perhaps he would have 

shown better wisdom to curtail his 

exodus until the snow had passed over 

this region, but it was not a choice made 

lightly. He could not stay. The risk was 

far greater than the unfortunate timing 

of the weather. There were moments 

when he felt it had almost been invoked 

to stop him from leaving but he 

dismissed these thoughts. To think in 

such a way was to invite calamity, and 

there was enough darkness in the lands 

without his brooding ruminations. They 

would not serve him out here as the 

light of a day that had remained mostly 

overcast began to wane. 

 The black coat of the horse he rode 

offered a stark contrast against the 

snow. He had not anticipated a need for 

concealment when he set out. The 

frowning countenance of the knight 

under a mound of furs and equally 

morbid attire did little to conceal the 

rider’s disdain. His dark clothing only 

served to expose his presence against 

the white vista but the bland colouring 

also betrayed any relief to his attire. So 

much so that the flash of red denoting 

another form seated behind the knight 

almost offered respite to such 

unyieldingly opposing hues of grey and 

black. The knight was not alone. The 

form on the saddle behind him was 

smaller, the red of the robes deep and 

warm in appearance, but they too were 

a poor choice against the backdrop of 

the snow. The knight sighed, as if 

stirred to some regret for his thoughts. 
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 ‘There is always hope, young one,’ 

remarked the knight, the words muffled 

by the necessary protection of the 

clothing he wore. If there had been any 

declaration from the smaller form to 

evoke this response, it had not been 

evident in a verbal exchange. 

 ‘We must find shelter for the night. 

Perhaps you can…’ began the knight 

but his voice trailed off as the howl of a 

wolf called out in rebuke. 

 A snarl of contempt formed on the 

aging knight’s mouth but no words 

uttered forth to further betray the 

feeling evoked by the cry. And yet, the 

smaller form stiffened in the saddle. 

 ‘Not far enough,’ responded the 

knight, again to an unvoiced question. 

 A pale, thin hand darted out of the 

red robes and completed a small circle 

in the air before retreating within again. 

The circle manifested as a clear blue 

light, a ring the size of the knight’s fist. 

It moved towards the mountains and 

dissipated. It marked only a direction. 

The howl cried out again and the knight 

pulled the reins and lifted the head of 

the horse to mark the bearing. 

 ‘There are no heroes left in the lands. 

I am not sure I ever knew one. Brave 

men and women have died to protect us 

but whether they were heroes or fools 

only time will tell. If we do not survive, 

no one will remember.’ 

 Again, the smaller form stiffened in 

the saddle behind the knight. 

 ‘I am sorry. Pay me no mind. I am 

cold, tired, hungry and a little saddle-

sore. These old bones were never meant 

to endure such discomfort for so long. If 

we are to locate these heroes of yours, 

we must first find shelter.’ 
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 The knight spurred the horse into 

motion. The mount needed little 

persuasion to move on. It too knew the 

need to be quit of this place. The horse 

had been true – a strong and worthy 

companion, but it would fall to the cold 

or the wolves nonetheless if it remained 

out here in the open. If the horse died in 

the cold, they would not last much 

longer. He had not given it a name, and 

was not aware if it had one. He did not 

condone such practices. Many such fine 

beasts had died in his time, some 

naturally, but more often than nought, 

in battle. He could not afford the 

sentiment of naming that which would 

not endure. 

 The knight felt every ache as much 

as he felt the weight of his heart. No 

matter what he said about their chances, 

he had no intention of sacrificing the 

life of a child to some inclination of a 

greater good. If he had remained true to 

his vocation, that would have been the 

price – a cost too dear for the aging 

knight. His sense of honour defied any 

inclination towards blind obedience and 

duty. 

 A hand darted out of the red robe 

again and tugged on the aging knight’s 

heavily cloaked arm. It remained 

exposed only long enough to emphasize 

the direction without needing to endure 

the cold. 

 ‘I heard you,’ remarked the knight 

gruffly. ‘Turning a horse in the snow is 

not easy,’ he added with some irritation.  

 There was a definite pause as if to 

listen to some retort but again, no sound 

or vocal reprisal emanated from the 

knight’s silent companion. 

 ‘I know I am being a bear, but…’  
IGNORE 
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 All that followed was a sigh. The 

knight turned the horse towards the 

mountains, making for an obvious point 

that looked no different than the vast 

and unmoving surface of snow-covered 

rock, the white vista broken too 

infrequently to be sure of anything. His 

certainty rested only in the child’s 

unvoiced assurances and the 

incantations that marked the way from 

time to time. 

 Nothing stirred except the snow in 

the wake of the horse. The air was still 

and silent as the grave, the landscape 

unmoved beyond the obvious transition 

of these two wayward souls. Even the 

wolf that cried out at some distance that 

was difficult to gauge had fallen in with 

the serene quietness. The creature was 

stalking its prey. 

 ‘Calm before the coming of the 

storm,’ said the knight. ‘We are not 

alone here. We have not been alone for 

some time.’ 

 Again, only the laboured advance of 

the mount offered anything to dispel the 

awful silence. The cries of the wolf 

offered legitimacy to the declaration of 

the knight, but even his young 

companion knew that it was not what 

her older companion was referring to 

when he said the words. 

 ‘We are out of time,’ he whispered 

with some regret. 

 The aging knight halted the horse 

and struggled to dismount without 

dislodging his red robed companion. In 

spite of his apparent age, he still did so 

with some care and stepped into the 

snow, his legs disappearing to the 

knees. He paused, groaned and lingered 

a moment to force his legs into action 
IGNOREIGNORE 
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and his hands to shrug off the long 

hours of reining the horse in a direction 

that seemed to defy reason in the 

animal’s brain. It had behaved 

faithfully, but the efforts of tasking the 

horse had taken a toll on the knight’s 

hands. The gloves had done little to 

stifle the discomfort and were only 

moderately better against the cold. It 

was the knight’s age that caused such 

suffering. He had lived a hard life. His 

hands were a testament to the trials he 

had endured. They were not kind hands 

but they did little to express the heart of 

the knight. He could feel the bones 

crack against the relief from the strain 

he had suffered throughout this arduous 

journey. He bore the discomfort and 

denied the growing awkwardness of the 

digits to respond to necessity. 

 The knight discarded the heavier furs 

covering his drab robes and drew a 

great sword from his back. The blade 

gleamed menacingly against the last 

threads of the sun which pierced clouds 

that were closing to choke the light. The 

wide, flat blade was bevelled and 

tempered for battle. It had served him 

well in the past when he stood among 

his brethren in defence of those in need. 

They were simpler times that he could 

not afford to dwell on. The intrigues 

and ambitions of those who would see 

the child dead were also of no import 

out here. He had made a promise. He 

would not break his vow. 

 The knight’s chain armour shone 

through in places, but was nowhere near 

as polished as the blade. He would have 

preferred the surety of heavy plate 

armour, but knew he could not endure 

the weight or the discomfort of the cold 
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against his skin in such protection. He 

would also have preferred to have his 

back against a surer defence but alas it 

was too late now. There was no time to 

reach the mountains. There was no hope 

for the child if he did not make a stand 

here and now.  

 ‘Go!’ he commanded. ‘I will hold 

them here. Make for the entrance to the 

cavern. Do not stop! Do not look back!’ 

 The red robed form shuffled up on 

the great black saddle of the horse, the 

frail white hands grasping the reins. The 

face of a young girl with long furiously 

red hair glanced worryingly towards the 

knight, her pale complexion almost 

ghostly in appearance. There was no 

denying the cold or draining result of 

her fear, but the whiteness of the child’s 

skin seemed bleached beyond 

comparison.  

 ‘Go now!’ he pleaded as dark shapes 

followed the edge of the mountain a 

short distance away. There was more 

than one and they were closing fast. The 

knight stifled a curse. The child 

lingered. 

 ‘There are still heroes to be found,’ 

she cried to the knight. ‘But I cannot 

permit you to give your life for mine, 

Sir Talas.’ 

 The sound of her voice, even in fear, 

was sweetness. Her piercing blue eyes 

welled with the weight of her lament 

but the unforgiving cold would not 

permit tears to fall. 

 The knight slapped the rear of the 

horse and set it in motion with a jolt. 

The young girl barely held on and could 

not now halt the inevitable. The horse 

took off across the snow. 

 The knight braced himself against 
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the cold, the hunger and the sheer folly 

of holding his ground in the open. He 

would draw the enemy to him to save 

the girl. What else could he do? He was 

Sir Talas Vanguard. He had been 

Castellan Talas Vanguard until the need 

for his service had been diminished in 

the eyes of those he served. He was still 

a knight of the Order of the Knights of 

the Dove in spite of his defiance of a 

command from High Castellan Darius 

Archon. He would always be a knight. 

Darius had been his protégé. He was the 

leader of the Order of the Dove now. 

He had condemned Sir Talas to this 

course of action by denying the child 

the right of sanctuary. The knight had 

made a promise. He lamented that his 

vow to the child… to Pegrina of Lenica, 

might now be undone with his death. 

 The knight offered a prayer to Thyrr 

as the cries of the girl filled his mind, 

her voice silent again to all except him. 

The horse was making good ground, 

spurred on by its rider and a sense of 

self-preservation. The knight raised his 

sword in futile defiance. He was old but 

he was not done yet. 

 ‘Come on you bastards! I will take 

some of you with me when I go to meet 

my ancestors!’ 

 As the first Shadow Hound crossed 

the snow plain and lurched towards the 

knight, he could barely take in the 

abstract viciousness and size of the 

creature – an inky visceral blackness of 

snapping, snarling madness adopting 

the form of the wolf, teeth bared in 

frenzied anticipation. It was a wolf like 

no other he had seen. It was a creature 

of shadow, a beast from a place 

harbouring a deep resentment of a 
IGNORETHIS 
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living world, a place that skirted too 

close to reality for reason. The dark 

beast stood at least as high as a horse 

but portrayed a startlingly muscular 

form that made it broader. It was 

blackness and spite – pure unbridled 

evil. The snow offered it no hindrance 

and there were no tracks to betray its 

presence as a corporeal antagonist. Sir 

Talas knew that it was real and that it 

would kill him just as quickly whether 

he chose to believe it to be real or not. 

Four others followed in its wake, each a 

creature of madness and horror focused 

on a single intent – to kill and devour 

the living. 

 Sir Talas choked down his fear and 

his lament. The girl would not escape 

these fiends. His efforts had all been in 

vain. There were no heroes left in the 

world… only old fools like him. 
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The games have begun and it is truly 

great to be back, though the intervening 

rest period does one good to recharge. 

As September approaches, the urge to 

return to the weekly gaming routine 

grows stronger, even if the weather 

persists in remaining largely fine. 
 

This time around we welcomed back Sir 

Martin of Mason to the table via Skype. 

The first outing proved largely 

successful and it was almost like having 

him physically present in the games 

room. We will continue to work to 

improve this process, but for now, it is 

confined exclusively to Sir Martin 

while this mode of communication is 

being tested. Please do reach out if you 

have an interest in rejoining the group 

virtually. We will do all that can be 

done to facilitate inclusion of those 

members who cannot physically attend 

the games. 
 

I am pleased to note that the start of the 

game calendar has also seen a marginal 

increase in revenue for KOMY, but it is 

something that must continue if the 

group is to survive, and in particular, if 

the Kennel Party (KennelCon) is to 

continue. ALL KOMY Members: 

Please do check out the Kennel Party 
IGNORE 

post-mortem in this issue. 

 I know it has been stated several 

times ad nauseum but for anyone 

planning on attending NEXTCON, now 

set for a return to Birmingham and UK 

Games Expo, bookings will only be 

made for those members participating 

in the ‘MANAGE.’ There will be no 

exceptions to this rule! 
 

As noted in the last issue, KOMY 

maintain a certain amount of statistics 

to measure how we are doing against 

the previous years. Most of these date 

back to 1998. They help to track game 

progression, type and attendance. They 

are also used to track the financial state 

of the Club but only as far back as 

2016. A record is kept of conventions 

attended by the group and awards 

received. These statistics are available 

to all members to review, so if you 

require specific information, please do 

let us know. We will assist where 

possible. 
 

For now, enjoy the issue, play fair and 

watch your back for ‘devious’ GMs 

plotting the downfall of your 

Characters. 
 

SENESCHAL WILLIAM OF SHEA 

NOTE: Please review the Schedule on Page 22 to be mindful of Game dates, and 

forthcoming special events. This is subject to change. The calendar will also be updated 

periodically here: 
 

http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php/the-knights-of-misspent-youth/games-events-calendar/ 
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